
 His Needs Her Needs – Class Outline & Notes  

Lesson 2 – An Affair Proof Marriage & the Love Bank   

  

Dr. Willard Harley, His Needs Her Needs “The husband and wife who commit themselves to 

meet each other’s needs will lay a foundation for lifelong happiness in a marriage that is deeper 

and more satisfying than they ever dreamed possible.”   

  

Realization: Not as one husband told me “His Needs His Needs” or “Her Needs Her Needs”  

• We focus on meeting the needs of our spouse not what we think are their needs  

• Don’t meet the needs you value but the needs your spouse values  

  

Meeting my spouse’s emotional needs: (From his/her Top 5 Emotional Needs Survey)  

  

Warning to men:  She has emotional needs to be met.  She has been uniquely wired for a 

greater capacity & greater need for emotional needs to be met - not the 

needs you think she needs, but the needs she knows she needs! Some may 

be a great personal challenge to fulfill.  

Promise to men:  If you do this she will be the most responsive wife you can ever imagine!   

  

Warning to women:  He actually does have emotional needs to be met.  Whatever it seems like, 

he is not a ‘bump on a log’ or ‘lost in the fog.’ Learn patience, trusting 

God as a praying wife. Compliment every effort – don’t criticize or nag in 

times of failure & disappointment.  

Promise to women:  You will get what you reinforce - either what you compliment or what you 

criticize.  

  

Gen. 2:18 “The Lord God said, “It is not good for the man to be alone. I will make a helper 

suitable for him.”  Function & Order    

  

 The core (design) of my marriage as God intended:  

1. “not good…to be alone” Companionship: Not good (either spouse) to feel alone in 

marriage; So we work to be best friends, souls mates, this is clearly ‘emotional harmony’ at its 

highest call.  

  

2. “make a helper” Compatible: “we help each other” I need help – she needs help. Shared 

vision & goals for & in our marriage. My prayer; ‘God make us 1; heart, mind, spirit to spend & 

be spent for the sake of souls’ Work together to accomplish among other things a great marriage:     

  

3. “suitable”; Compliment: ‘perfectly suited’ uniquely matched, Strength for weakness & 

weakness for strength, Trust, honor, respect & value your spouse’s wisdom, strengths & abilities.   

  

 Truth: God has a vision for my marriage to be a GREAT marriage.  

  



Gen 2:24 “For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and 

they will become one flesh.” 

 


